Lecture 19, 24 Oct 2006
CH6 Genetics, CH7 Populations

Housekeeping, 24 October 2006

Conservation
Genetics

Conservation Biology
ECOL 406R/506R
University of Arizona
Fall 2006

Upcoming Readings
today: Text Ch.6 and 7, PVA, Puma concolor
Thurs 26 Oct: Guy McPherson (web for climate change reading)
Tues 31 Oct: Ed Moll (long web reading)
Thurs 02 Nov: Exam Two
Tues 07 Nov: Don Falk (web reading)
Thurs 09 Nov: Conservation Practices (Ch 10, Donlan EA 2005)

Kevin Bonine
Kathy Gerst

PVA etc.
Lab this week:
7am 27-29 7pm October = ORPI, Pinacate, CEDO
($, food, see website for lab readings)
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Short oral presentations :
24 Oct Cori and Robert
09 Nov Jon and Laura
14 Nov Dan and Lane
28 Nov Amanda and Fred
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Cori and Robert
will speak for 10 minutes on xx

All lectures will take place at UA Centennial Hall.
All lectures begin at 7pm and are free to the public. Call 520.621.4090 for more information.
Tuesday, October 17
Global Climate Change: The Evidence
Malcolm Hughes, Professor of Dendrochronology

http://cos.ariz
ona.

edu/climate/

Tuesday, October 24
Global Climate Change: What's Ahead
Jonathan Overpeck, Director of the Institute for the Study of Planet Earth and Professor of Geosciences
Tuesday, October 31
Global Climate Change: The Role of Living Things
Travis Huxman, Assistant Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Tuesday, November 7
Global Climate Change: Ocean Impacts and Feedbacks
Julia Cole, Associate Professor of Geosciences

Tuesday, November 14
Global Climate Change: Disease and Society
Andrew Comrie, Dean of the Graduate College and Professor of Geography and Regional Development
Tuesday, November 21
Global Climate Change: Could Geoengineering Reverse It?
Roger Angel, Regents' Professor of Astronomy
Tuesday, November 28
Global Climate Change: Designing Policy Responses
Paul Portney, Dean of the Eller College of Management and Professor of Economics
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Applications of Genetics to
Conservation Biology
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Molecular Taxonomy:
Molecules versus Morphology

-Molecular Taxonomy
-Populations, Gene Flow, Phylogeography
-Relatedness, Paternity, Individual ID

• Cryptic species (sibling species)
• Morphological variation without genetic
variation

Dr. Melanie Culver
SNR, UA
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1

Relatedness

Populations, Gene Flow,
Phylogeography

(Kinship, Paternity and Individual ID)
Application of molecular genetic
techniques, using hypervariable,
repetitive DNA
(ie. microsatellites, minisatellites)
to questions of kinship, paternity or
individual ID
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-Compare genetic traits among
populations
-Resolve substructure among populations
-Infer movement patterns among
individuals
-Infer historical events for species
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Subspecies Taxonomy, Phylogeography, Gene Flow:
Puma (cougar, mountain lion)

Non-Invasive Sampling
• Allows sampling without disturbance to
individual
• Rare or hard to capture species
• Examples (hair, scat, feathers,
saliva/cheek swab, regurgitated pellets,
dried blood, biopsy dart, museum
tissues)
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Objectives
32 Puma
subspecies,
as of the early
1900s

• Does current population differentiation reflect
– Trinomial descriptions?
– Physical or ecological barriers?
– Isolation by distance?

• Are current levels of genetic variation the same
within each population?
• Does population structure and genetic variation
reflect
– Historic migrations?
– Historic dispersals?
– Historic bottlenecks?
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Molecular Methods Used

Modern and
museum puma
samples collected,
total of 315

• Mitochondrial gene sequencing
– 16SrRNA
– NADH-5
– ATPase8

• Nuclear microsatellite length determination
– 10 domestic cat microsatellite loci
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Mitochondrial DNA Haplotypes
(in a geographical cline)
Neutral Markers often studied.
Relevance to natural selection and adaptation?
Ultimately, source of all variation is mutation.
mutation rate = 10-4 – 10-6
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Microsatellite Alleles at FCA008
-Ancestral

haplotypes

-2 historical radiations
-NA is most recently
founded population
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-Subspecies associate
into same 6 groups

-Geographic clustering
of individuals
~Six groups identified

-Statistical support
from bootstrap values

2 distance methods agree

-2 distance methods agree
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FIS, FIT, FST
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Wright’s Fst Estimates and Slatkin’s Migration Estimates

(Fst near 0 = little divergence)

(Migrants/generation)
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Groom, Meffe, & Carroll 2006

Summary:
-6 groups identified
using microsatellites
-mtDNA haplotypes
overlayed onto map,
supports 6 groups
-Location of 2 ancestral
haplotypes
Major restrictions
to gene flow:
-Amazon River
-Rio Parana
-Rio Negro
-Andes?
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Fossil Record versus Molecular
Divergence Estimates
• Oldest fossils in North and South America
date to 0.2-0.3 Mya
• From mtDNA mutation rate of 1.15%/My,
divergence for extant puma lineages is
390,000 years ago
• From mutation rate of 5 x 10-9/yr for
microsatellite flanking regions, pumas are
less than 230,000 years old
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Historical Inferences
• Extant pumas originated in Brazillian
Highlands (ancestral haplotypes)
• Fossil record suggests dispersal to NA soon
after the common origin in Brazil
• 2 historical radiation events occurred

-Ancestor to puma crosses
land-bridge ~2-3 Mya
-Puma origin in Brazilian
Highlands ~300,000 ya
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Puma Bottlenecks
• Subspecies-level

2 Major historical radiations

– North America low overall genetic variation

-One locally distributed

• Population-level
– Florida monomorphic at 8/10 microsatellite loci
– Olympic Peninsula and Vancouver Island,
monomorphic at 5/10 microsatellite loci

-One broad ranging
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Conservation Implications

Puma Conclusions
• Pumas originated in Brazil approximately
300,000 years ago
• Possible extirpation and recolonization in
North America (Pleistocene age?)
• Molecular data does not support 32
subdivisions, instead 6 groups
• Pumas are fairly panmictic within 6 groups

-Maintain habitat connectivity within 6 large groups
-Management should consider effects of bottlenecked
populations
-Eastern cougar, Florida panther and Yuma puma
management take into account revised subspecies
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Population
Dynamics

What is population viability
analysis? (PVA)

Thanks to Margaret Evans, 2003
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Groom, Meffe, & Carroll 2006

populations are dynamic, not static

populations are dynamic, not static
Whales in the Antarctic

Lemmings

Cause of cyclic change in population not
completely understood. Cycle length
average 3.8 years Mass migration in
response to high density with decreasing
food supply, sometimes swimming involved.
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Many things affect population size

Population sizes change over time

population
structure

Why?
What causes change in population size?
What regulates population size?

competition
within a species
among species

other interactions
chance events
demographic
genetic

If we can answer these questions, we might be
able to make changes that increase populations
of declining (endangered) species

population
size

habitat attributes
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quantity, quality,
configuration, and
connectivity

succession or
disturbance

predation, herbivory,
pollination, etc.

environmental
variation
good years, bad years
36
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1. Exponential growth

exponential growth: an unrealistic model?

density-independent, deterministic
Humans on planet Earth

In a closed
population (no
immigration or
emigration),
population
growth is a
function of
birth and death
rates

dN = (b-d)N
dt

Ring-necked pheasant
on Protection Island
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2. Logistic growth

Alternatively,

density-dependent, deterministic

The population growth rate may increase with
population size (positive density-dependence)

dN = rN
dt

intraspecific competition
stabilizes population size

( K-N
K )

birth rates go down and/or death rates
go up with increasing population size

Allee effect

carrying
capacity (K)

minimum viable population size
39
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Allee effect

Allee effect
How?

How?
In animals:
-group defense against
predators
-group attack of prey
-mates difficult to find
-critical number to stimulate
breeding behavior
In plants:
-pollinator limitation
-self-incompatibility
-inbreeding depression

group defense against
predators
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3. Structured population models
The two categories of models we have
considered thus far assume that

density-independent, deterministic
This is the type of model most often used in
population viability analysis

- all individuals in a population have the
same birth and death rates
(no genetic, developmental, or physiological
differences among individuals)

What is meant by “structure”?
A population is unstructured if all individuals have the same
rates of survival and fertility.
A population is structured if differences among individuals in
age, developmental stage, or size cause them to have different
survival or fertility rates.

under some circumstances, this might cause us to
inaccurately predict population size
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Life Tables

3. Density-independent, deterministic,
structured population growth
What else can structured population models tell us?

Sensitivity
The sensitivity of λ to each matrix element describes how
much λ will be affected by a change in that transition
probability

When lambda is greater than 1 the
population increases in size

When lambda is less than 1 the population
decreases in size

Would it be better to focus conservation efforts on
improving the survival of hatchlings or large
juveniles or adults???
(Lambda = population growth rate)
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3. Density-independent, deterministic,
structured population growth
What else can structured population models tell us?

Elasticity

Van Dyke p. 178

“Four Horsemen of the Extinction Apocalypse:”
1. Genetic Stochasticity
2. Environmental Stochasticity

Elasticities quantify the proportional change (e.g., 1%) in
the asymptotic growth rate that can be expected given a
particular change (1%) in each life history transition.

3. Demographic Stochasticity
4. Natural Catastrophes
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Population Viability Analysis

IN: Population Viability Analysis.
Steven R. Beissinger and Dale R.
McCullough, eds. Univ. of Chicago
Press, Chicago. xvi + 577 pps.

Groom, Meffe, & Carroll 2006
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-Panther Article on PVAs over time
-VORTEX
-data
-population size?
-source and sink?
-inbreeding problems?
-captive breeding?
-introgression?
-time scale?
-HABITAT LOSS
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~data

-time scale?
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Last thoughts on PVA
PVA requires lots of data, which takes time, work, and money,
whereas managers want answers (predictions about extinction)
now. Few species will get thorough PVA. When should PVA
be used and what type of PVA (how complex)?

END

Predictions from PVA can only be as good as the data that go
into the analysis. We can only have degrees of confidence in
the predictions from PVA. Populations should not be managed
to their “minimum viable population” size.
One of the greatest strengths of PVA is the ability to play “what
if” games with the model. That is, what if management were to
increase patch sizes or connectivity? What if adult survival
were improved?
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